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The pages of the Mosaic are insight into the minds and artists
of our future. By supporting, encouraging and guiding young
talent you can make tomorrow more beautiful...ENJOY!

Aishat Lawal

The
Media
is the
Message
Gulfport Public Library
Age 17, Twelfth Grade
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Avery Armanious

Music To My Soul
Safety Harbor Public Library
Age 15, Tenth Grade
Nocturne woke up when the house was still asleep.
Sleeping was a lost cause, so they decided to walk around
their house for a little bit. Step after step until they found
themselves in their father’s office, facing his bookshelf.
The bookshelf, typically very organized, was now messy
with books everywhere. In the clutter, Nocturne noticed
a book on the floor, laying open. It’s a handwritten music
book, and with a closer look, the song it’s opened to is
called Elisia.
This is very odd, as Elisia is Nocturne’s mother, living
only in stories and pictures. She had left Nocturne and
their father when Nocturne was only a child. They wish
they could remember their mother, and even learned to
play the piano because Elisia was so gifted at it. It has
even been said that Nocturne’s talent was so close to their
mother’s, that it was almost better.
Nocturne picked up the book and flipped through it,
only seeing the one page in the middle filled with music.
Odd indeed.
They went over to their piano and sat down. Nocturne
put the book on the music stand, took a deep breath, and
started to play. It was a little rocky at first, but eventually,
they figured out the song, and music began to fill their
home. Nocturne played the song over and over again and
when they stopped to take a break, they heard a weird
sound.
It was another piano, playing the same piece, on the
other side of the house. Curious, Nocturne decided to
follow it, going through hallways and rooms they had
never seen before, even though they had lived in this
house all their life.
As the piano got louder, and Nocture got closer, there
was just one more room to go through. Nocturne opened
the door cautiously and took a tentative step forward. It
was a garden, or so they thought, but when they walked
further in, there were things moving, music notes moving.
It sounded like they were making music, and Nocturne
recognized it as Chopin, not the piece from before.
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“What is going on?”, Nocturne asked out loud. In
response, the music notes formed an arrow, playing some
jazz. They didn’t want to follow, but it seemed like they
had no choice.
Nocturne followed the arrows until they reached a
castle that looked made entirely from music sheets. But,
as they stepped into it, it was very sturdy. They looked
up and found a throne. It was also made of music sheets,
with pianos as armrests
And someone was sitting on it.
“Hello, Nocturne. I’ve waited a while to see you. I hope
you recognize me.” There was a tall woman, sitting with
her legs crossed and smiling softly. She had Nocturne’s
dark eyes and had the same habit of fidgeting with a ring
on her pinky.
Nocturne immediately realized it was their mother.
“Elisia. I thought I’d never see you again.”
Elisia cringed at the use of her first name, but quickly
put on the soft smile again. “Yes, Nocturne. I’m sure you
have many questions about me and this place.”
“Yeah, you’re right. Where are we? Where did you
go? And what is with the music notes?”
Elisia sighed and started to answer their questions,
counting off her fingers with each one. “First, we are in
Myula. This is a land filled with music, of all kinds. But it
is ruled by the Classical Queen.”
“Who’s that? Will I meet her?”
“You already have. I am her. You, as my child, are the
Classical Princess, and next in line to the throne. If you so
choose to take the position, of course.”
Nocturne was about to speak but fell silent. This was
a lot to take in.
“Second, I came here when you were young because
I had a duty to uphold. My mother had passed away, so I
took the throne and lived here since then. Your father and
I had talked about this before and decided it was best for
Myula.
“Third, the music notes are some of the many
different types of musical citizens here. They are the most
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prominent, and the ones you saw at the entrance were my
personal staff. They can talk, but it is cautioned against
with strangers, so they normally play music instead.”
At that moment, one whole note floated out from
behind Queen Elisia’s back. “Her Majesty Queen Elisia
has waited for this moment for a very long time, Princess.
We were specially trained to recognize you if you were to
ever enter the land.” As soon as the note finished speaking,
it returned to its place behind the throne.
“Eli- sorry Queen Elisia, this is a lot to take in. Do
you really expect me to fall on my hands and knees and
accept this position? You’ve been gone for so long, I can’t
believe that you even thought I’d act like I understand
everything. You weren’t there for the biggest moments of
my life, and then tell me that I’m a Princess? Which, hey,
newsflash, my name is Nocturne now, and I’m not one of
your Princesses.” Nocturne felt the anger rise in their face
and took deep breaths to calm down.
Queen Elisia’s eyes widened. Apparently, she had no
idea about much of that. However, she quickly regained
her composure. Even Nocturne was impressed by how
queenly she seemed.
Queen Elisia opened her mouth, probably to tell
Nocturne something, but a gasp left her mouth instead.
Wordlessly, she pointed over Nocturne’s head, and
everyone turned around.
There was a large black cloud enveloping all of the
music notes a distance away and for a moment it looked
like it was taking the notes away. But then it moved away
from them, and everything seemed fine.
Except no one was making a sound.
The cloud got closer and closer to Queen Elisia and
Nocturne before anyone could blink.
It covered everyone in sight, and Nocturne could see
the music taken out of everyone, making the cloud bigger.
Queen Elisia and Nocturne’s eyes met and they both knew
what they had to do. Nocturne quickly went to one of the
piano armrests on the throne, while Queen Elisia hopped
off the throne to the other piano.
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They both played everything in their repertoire to
bring the music back into the air. Nothing worked, and
the silence stayed where it was.
Then, the whole note grabbed two sheets of music
from the throne with great force and brought them to the
Queen and her child.
It was Elisia.
The two of them started playing as soon as they
recognized it. If it didn’t sound great when Nocturne
played it before, it certainly did now. Before they knew it,
the sound of the pianos filled the land and the music was
returning.
When the song was finished, Queen Elisia stepped
over to Nocturne.
“You did wonderful, my child. I understand why you
wouldn’t want to rule here, but I think you would make a
fair royal.”
“I’ll think about it, Queen Elisia, thank you”
The music notes led Nocturne back to the door they
entered the realm from, and they looked back one more
time, knowing that this could be their home if they wanted
it to be.
Knowing that this is a place with someone who loves
them.
“Goodbye Queen Elisia, I’ll see you soon” Nocturne
said, and then stepped into the door back to their house.
As they walked to the kitchen, Nocturne noticed their
dad, eating breakfast.
“Hello Nocturne,” he said with a smile, “the piano
hasn’t stopped playing since you left so I figured you went
to see your mother.”
Nocturne nodded, and told their dad about everything
that happened since they left.
“My, what an adventure. Maybe it would do you good
to write it down one day”
And they did. This is the story of Nocturne, family
and the power of music.
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Colette King

Sundrop Collage
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Palm Harbor Library
Age 12, Sixth Grade
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Isabella Asztalos

Ruby Spiders

Dunedin Public Library
Age 17, Twelfth Grade

In the dark when the air becomes heavy
Dusk is concentrated to a finer point
And a trip unmasks into many
One of the few hunts to appoint
A dead source of sapphire and gold
“Au revoir, behold”
For the world is ending
Why are you spending
Your life’s work?
Mentally speaking,
It’s those who are critiquing
Pierce my mind, we are not fighters
For I have fallen to the ruby spiders
Therefore, find your zone
Where you are alone
And glance to the right
Where the ropes are the exit
Au revoir,” says it
“Okay, I’ll go away
And you fly to the clouds of grey
Where the sun is dimmed and soft
And the air seems to be covered in cozy frost
The world shrinks to fit on your palm
And watching your pain is a new source of calm
But what happens when it goes away?
“Do I go away too?”
Ruby leans in to whisper, “Only those you knew”
A thought remains
Of those you contain
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But further ahead
The emeralds watches it
Unaware of what you said:
Green dew drops of life
Gallant efforts to mask
That fictitious knife you twirl around
But there is no sound when it falls
Because it never did
Forgive me while I scream
In my cozy frosty dream
Oh, must you look down on me?
On that nonexistent throne
Where the known turn to dust
Why do you command Ruby?
Is it your secret duty?
I sink while you float in an imaginary world
Dropping that knife you so carelessly twirled
Emerald, you gold and rain and polish my gemstone
But the deadly sapphire leaves me alone
While it basks in gold, oh you wouldn’t know
“Au revoir,” says it
For blue is what blocks the sky from being lit
But a pretty little face hides no awareness
In innocence is where I split
Ruby can stop twirling me now
And I will stop yelling
Because now the cozy frost must perish
For I never had a meal to cherish
For I live in a cobweb
Staring at the blank ceiling instead
While my life catches duskless illusions
But never brings me wanted conclusions
So I will remain still as the days pass by
And watch the goodbye with my clouded eyes
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Korri Esponilla

Anytown’s What Its About
Dunedin Public Library
Age 15, Tenth Grade

It is essential for the youth to understand the world
around them, and to demonstrate leadership skills. As a
society, it is important to create communities that respect
its own people, and empower strong bonds. That is why I
joined Anytown: one of the best, touching, and inspiring
experiences I’ve faced.
As a teen writer, I think it is important to be heard and
to empower others, especially youth groups. Last year, I
published a short story of mine entitles “Madam Maestro,”
and thought this would be the perfect opportunity to write
about this eye-opening experience. Firstly, Anytown is a
week-long residential camp that focuses on diminishing
stereotyping and creating comfortable environments for
minority groups. Encouraging the next generation to
participate in public speaking inspires our current leaders
to accommodate our needs as youth. Secondly, I would
like to address my personal experiences at Eckerd.
Initially, I attended this camp for the promised
credit in social studies’ however, this camp is much more
than I could have imagined. I came to this camp with
the intention that I would only remain with people I
already met, essentially having no interest in getting to
know new people. However, this camp encouraged every
single delegate to form a bond, and become one large
communal family. We shared personal experiences, and
possible ways we could advocate for a better community.
We learned that we’re all human, and share common
insight. I’ve made strong bonds that I never could have
even imagined. I’ve participated in communal discussion,
and strengthened my public speaking abilities. Best of all,
it is a judgment free zone, and every opinion is treated
with respect.
I encourage everyone reading this to spread the
message of Anytown; to anyone who maybe interested
in this exciting experience. Please do not hesitate to
encourage your youth to strive for a better tomorrow. In
addition to Anytown, there is also a program that occurs
throughout the course of the year known as “Advocacy
Academy.” If this message speaks to you, do not hesitate
to join in. Visit https:www.communitytampabay.org/
anytown for anymore information. Thank you for
everything, Anytown!
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Sophia Mettinger

Greenery

Barbara S. Ponce Public Library
Age 17, Twelfth Grade
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Emma Hamm

Protector of Fire
Seminole Community Library
Age 11, Sixth Grade
“You ready Cora? asks an anxious voice. “Mother, I
have climbed many mountains, much higher than this,
when I was much younger! You really need to calm down!
I say. I’ve been climbing mountains since the day I turned
five, and it’s not my first time going by myself. There’s no
reason why she’s so anxious. All this morning shes been
muttering to herself, and it sounds suspiciously like “She’s
not ready to know who he is.” When I heard this earlier
my heart started pounding, because I have never known
my dad.
Whenever I ask about him she gets a dreamy look in
here eyes and says “On your twelfth birthday you will find
out who he is and most importantly, who you are.” That
was all I’ve gotten for twelve years. I’ve imagined he was
a special man, but I know that’s not true, that he was just
a boring man that lived a boring life. But still, everything
about this does not seem boring, the mysterious mountain
climb, and Mom being worries. She is never worried, not
even when we were caught in a blizzard high up in a
mountain range. I was terrified that we would die, but she
somehow was able to comfort me while keeping us alive.
I have always wanted that ability, but it’s a talent I have
only been able to access once.
One time I was climbing a mountain when a forest fire
broke out and even though I should have been terrified, I
wasn’t and I managed to survive the five days it took for
people to find me.
As I’m remembering that fateful trip I hear my name.
“Cora, Cora, CORA!” On the third Cora I look up from
my daydreaming. “Where do you go when you zoom
out like that?” A frustrated Mother asked me. “I don’t
know mom, I just go away, sometimes into memories,
sometimes into fantasy land. Is there something wrong
with me?” Mother’s frustrated face slowly melts into her
concerned mom look. “No baby, it’s normal with demi-”
She abruptly cuts off her sentence. What were you about
to say mom? I pressed. “Nothing, nothing, just get back to
packing.” I decide to continue to press, knowing very well
that she won’t tell once shes made her mind up. “Mom,
what were you saying? It sounded like you said Demi
something. What does Demi mean?” I ask, while doing
puppy-dog eyes. “Nice try Cora, but you’ve just gotta wait
and see.” She replies in such a tone that I know it wouldn’t

be wise to press further.
I finish packing for my climb and get dressed in my
favorite climbing outfit, tight fitting pants, and a red shirt.
I load my climbing gear into the car and we leave the
hotel room.
One hour later I find myself saying goodbye to
Mother. “Remember, it takes you four days to get up
there and four to get back. You can set up camp at the
top of the mountain for no more than twenty-four hours.
If you do, then you might run out of food and water on
the way down, and you don’t want that to happen. If
you run into trouble, use the flares. Cora, be safe! “I will
Mother!” As I turn away Mother starts talking again “I
love you sweetheart! Remember, up there you might see
some weird stuff, but it’s all real. Oh, and Cora, say hi to
your dad for me when you see him!” She gives me one last
hug and walks away, so I can’t ask her more about that
peculiar comment. I glance behind my back one last time
before taking my nine day trip up the mountain.
The climbing went quickly because I fell into a
calming rhythm of climb, eat, sleep. Before I knew it, I
was a couple hours from reaching the summit. I look out
over the endless sea of clouds and stand star struck at the
beauty of this mountain. After I get over the initial awe
I set the timer on my watch for twenty-four hours from
now.
Since it is getting dark, I start to set up camp for the
night, when I hear a yell of pain. “Hello? Who’s out there?
Are you okay?” I yell as I hurriedly grab my flashlight
and pull on my boots and jacket. No answer. I sprint out
into the barren wilderness looking for the mysterious
voice. After at least a half-hour of searching for the voice
I finally see something. The something” is a giant eagle
soaring into the sky. Desperate to find the source of the
cry, I head to where the eagle was flying away from. I see
a flash of red cloth and know I am heading in the right
direction.
I reach a man wearing a thin red robe over a cloth
chiton that didn’t look very warm. But his warmth had
to wait for later; I’m more concerned by the fact that his
upper right part of his stomach was bleeding@ “Sir, are
you okay?” I ask, as I pull my first aid kit from my jacket
pocket. “Yep.” He says. “Just wait a second. The bleeding
(continued on next page)
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(Protector of Fire continued from page 7)

should stop soon. It always does.” I look up puzzled at
the man’s wound as it seems to be healing itself. It quickly
goes from a big gash to a small scratch to just plain skin.
“Wh-what just happened?” “Cora, this is one of the many
things you will find unexplainable.” Now I am curious.
“How so you know my name?” I ask skeptically. Cora, I
know your name is because I am your father.” I stumble
backwards when he says that, but I quickly recover. “Who
are you, and if you’re my dad, where were you all my
life?!” I say with more courage than I feel. He looks at
me sadly and says “The reason why I haven’t been in
your life, isn’t because I don’t want to be in your life, but
because I’ve been trapped here for over two thousand
years. He pauses and looks at me before continuing “As
for my name, my name is Prometheus.”
“I’m sorry, what did you say? Are you really a TITAN,
and if you are, what does that make me?” I say, with
questions running through my brain at a million miles
an hour. “We call kids like you, Demi-Titans.” He says,
before continuing. “Now listen closely, because we don’t
have much time before you have to go back. You are the
first kid I’ve had in over a century, and because of that
you have a very important job to do. Do you know the
story of how I got here?” He says with a sense of urgency.
I think back to my mythology classes and remember the
day we covered Prometheus., “Yeah, you stole fire from
the Olympians and gave it to the mortals.” Prometheus
looks at me proudly and says “Then Zeus chained me to

this mount and sent an eagle every day to eat my liver, but
Zeus was kind enough to make it so that it healed itself
immediately. Since you are my daughter, you must protect
the gift that I gave mortals, the gift of fire. Have you ever
been near fire, close enough where you could and should
have died, but didn’t?” “Yeah, that’s happened to me.” I
say shakily.
“Good, now I know you can do it! Your job is to
protect the fire that I gave mortals, I mean humans. All
you gotta do is make sure nobody misuse’s fire or uses it
to hurt people again, and trust me, it won’t be that hard.
Oh and don’t worry that it will hurt you, fire will never
harm you.” “Okay I think I got it.” I replied. Just then
my alarm went off. Whoa, we were talking for a long time! I
thought. “I best be going, if I don’t, I might not make it
down. Goodbye, Prometheus.” He looks at me sadly for
a long minute before finally saying “Goodbye Cora, and
when you get to the bottom say hi to your mom for me,
and don’t ever forget that you are the protector of fire.””
I look him in the eyes and say “I won’t, I promise you,
I won’t.” I turn my back to my father and start walking
towards camp.
The trip down the mountain was very uneventful
compared to what had happened earlier. Before I know it
I am at the bottom of Mount Elbrus. Once on the ground
I hug Mother and with my face pressed against her say
“he says ‘hi’.” I break apart from her and I look up at
her and say I know Mother, I know who I am. I am the
protector of fire.”

Eva Picard

Planet
Reading
My Happy
Place
Tarpon Springs Public Library
Age 12, Seventh Grade
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Mekai Omer

Sugar Skull Sky
Palm Harbor Library / East Lake Public Library
Age 13, Eighth Grade
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Isabella Asztalos

The Sky

Dunedin Public Library
Age 17, Twelfth Grade

Stare up at the sky to see your soul shine
Stare up at the sky to see your soul again
With your brittle hands and looped retreat
Seeing its despair makes your mind complete
Floating on a throne of yourself and pondering this feat
What is worthy of your mind and what is worthy of your time?
You say they come and thrive in the dark
They say it’s not a journey that you must start
While you strive to defend your sanity
Your smiles become your calamity
But they say it’s not your mourning that you should pride
For the ocean’s surface is covered in ripples
And you are one of its many cripples
Who bask in their shade and go on their way
To find the tower and finally rest
Underwater you have no breath
To sustain your journey to reality’s palace
But the treasure is worth floating for
The treasure is worth floating for
The treasure is worth dying for
And you crave for more thoughts of this deadly source
And your throne will carry you to your destination
So that you may feed on your mind in desperation
To feel your hands let go of your sight
To wrap it around you in a royal grey smoke
While the surface shrivels to bow in your presence
While the clouds turn to flurries and the stars shoot across
To stop you from realizing your deadly loss
But as you approach the tower of gold
You see the cobwebs and shadows and mold
And your throne grins with greed
And your cloak has been freed
Did they . . . mislead?
You stare down at your feet and look at yourself
Your throne is dead and the webs have spread
To cover your arms and to detach your hands
To drown your demands
Only the sky understands

For its feed is your mind and it’s you it defines
Your mind has flown to drown your life
And therefore concludes your reality’s strife

Mya Pearson

Aliera

Dunedin Public Library
Age 16, Eleventh Grade

You’re thin and frail
The tower is your jail
You have no strength to change its course
The waves become more violent and the oceans taunts
It taunts your eyes and your petty little hands
For soon reality will acknowledge your mortality
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Avery Armanious

my dearest friends
Safety Harbor Public Library
Age 15, Tenth Grade
i am friends with the moon
i tell her all my problems
she doesn’t solve them
she just listens
and that is more than enough
i am friends with the stars

Evalyn Wharton

Genie of the Sea
Palm Harbor Library
Age 17, Twelfth Grade

they look on
making sure im okay
i don’t always see them
but i know they’re there
and that is more than enough
i am friends with the sun
i ask him for advice
it doesn’t always work
but i know he cares
and that is more than enough
i am friends with the sky
i tell it all my insecurities
i tell it all my worries
and it tells me something very important
that i am more than enough
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Ariel Higgins

The
Grand
Tree

Safety Harbor Public Library
Age 17, Twelfth Grade

Mekai Omer

Honeycomb’s
Grave

Palm Harbor Library / East Lake Public Library
Age 13, Eighth Grade

Eva Picard
Tarpon Springs Public Library
Age 12, Seventh Grade

Black Doors

Alter
Ego

When I walk through the Black
double doors another universe opens
the walls . . . Painted Pink . . . the floor is
Black and I am Orange trying to hide . . .
to feel good about myself but nothing
changes in my mind one call _ two calls
from my mom saying it’s time to eat . . .
coming back to reality looking in the
mirror and looking down just wants
to more is vomit! Going to the table
eating . . . going to bed and still feeling
bad everyday is the same for some
kids to support them please.
PS. This is no my case.
I am in a happy
place!
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Brinleigh Brittain

The Intern
Dunedin Public Library
Age 15, Nineth Grade

“How many do we have so far?” Lea asked Jacob.
Sheand Jacob werehaving their monthly company conference.
They were currently discussing how many Van Gough shirts they
had gotten done.
“Between the two of us . . .” Jacob said as he read off a legal
pad. “Eight.”
Lea groaned and slammed her head onto her purple
watercolor pillows.
Lately the work of family artist had become popular to put
on clothes. Lea and Jacob had decided it would make their outfits
more popular if they capitalized on the idea. Sadly painting these
designs on shirts had been a nightmare.
Not only that but the task had been taking a toll on the two
teenagers. Behind two layers of foundation acne peaked through
lea’s forehead. And Jacob had pushed an assignment so far back
he was sure it was past due.
“Maybe if we worked around the clock?” Lea suggested.
Jacob groaned and slammed backward into Lea’s purple
moon chair causing a purple throw pillow to fall on the floor. “In
order for me to work around the clock it needs extra hours!” He
exclaimed. Leigh signed. With only two months before the release
of the collection and dozens of orders in place she wasn’t sure
how they were going to get this done.
The door opened and Lea’s dad, Percy Reynolds, walked in.
“Lea I told you to put away your laundry.” The blond said. “Why
is it still on the couch?”
“Shoes.” Lea muttered. “Sorry Dad, I’ll go get it.” She got up
and walked out of the room.
“Thank you.” Percy called. He then turned to Jacob. “Hey
Jacob.”
“Hi Mr. Reynolds. Jacob said. “What’s on your glasses?”
On Percy’s left lens of his glasses was a smear of paint.
“Oh that.” Percy said he took off his glasses and rubbed them
with his shirt.
“I was just painting.”
“Speaking of painting Lea and I are having trouble with our
Van Gough shirts.” Jacob said. “They take hours.” “And on top of
all that we have tons of orders and their supposed to be released
soon.”
“Why don’t you hire someone to do it?” Percy asked.
“Because its way out of budget.” Lea said. She walked in
carrying a laundry basket. “We can barely afford ourselves.”
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“You’re kids what do you need money for?” Percy asked.
“Markers, sketch pads, denim . . .” Lea listed.
“Makeup. Jacob added.
“You wear makeup?” Lea asked.
“What, you think a face like this happens naturally.”
“Fair.” Lea said.
“Could you help us Mr. Reynolds?” Jacob asked. “You did
say you were taking up painting.”
“I don’t see why not.” Percy said. “I do have a lot of time on
my hands since my school’s being fumigated.” “I’ll go get one of
my paintings. He left.
Lea walked over to the moon chair and whacked Jacob on the
shoulder.
“Ouch!” He yelled. “What was that for?”
“What did you do?” Lea asked.
“Pardon?”
“My dad . . . isn’t great at art.” Lea explained. “I’m not even
sure if I should call it ‘art’.”
Just as she finished Percy walked in with a portrait that
resembled a duck standing in front of a sunset while cactuses on
the horizon were set ablaze.
“It’s a bowl of lemons.” Percy stated.
“Did the bowl of lemons go through a nuclear reactor?” Lea
asked.
Jacob chuckled.
Percy frowned.
The door opened and Lea’s Dad, Jason walked in.
“Jacob your mom’s here to pick you up.” He said.
“I thought you were staying until dinner.” Lea said. “It’s only
three.”
“I forgot about the hockey game.”
“You like hockey?
“No, but my mother wants us to bond, and she figured ice
sports was the way to go.”
He slipped the legal pad into his backpack and sprinted
downstairs.
“Oh, honey that’s a wonderful . . . bird’s nest?” Jason asked
his husband.
Percy sighed. “Close enough.”
“Well Jacob and I still haven’t figured out a solution to our
dilemma.” Lea said and dunked her head into her pillows.
“What’s the problem?” Jason asked.
“We’re having a problem with the designs,” Lea explained.
“With two people and this budget there’s no way we can get it
done on time.”
Jason thought for a moment. “How about you hire an intern?”
He suggested.
“An intern?” Lea asked.
“When I as an intern at Hamilton and Burr those credits
saved my math grade.”
(continued on next page)
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(The Intern continued from page 13)

“So, what your saying is I can hire someone, have them
do whatever I want, and essentially pay them nothing, and it’s
legal?”
“Yeah.”
“Great, I’ll just put an ad online.” Lea said and dug out her
laptop.
“Well I’m going to finish painting.” Percy declared.
That Saturday the duo were ironing murals onto skirts finally
having found a way to complete the outfits.
“We have three potential interns from our school.” Lea said.
“Great, who?” Jacob asked.
“Lizabeth Bennett, Alma Liddell, and Pipaline
Långstrump.”
“Alma and Lizabeth aren’t coming in for a while, but Pipaline
should be here about . . .”
The doorbell rang.
“Now.”
“Lea someone’s at the door for you!” Lea’s little sister called.
“Send her up!” Lea yelled.
A few minutes later a girl with red hair pulled into pig tails
and wore a yellow dress with blue polka dots.
“Hello.” She said.
Lea walked toward Pipaline.
“I’m Lea and you’re Pipaline, right.” She said.
“Yes.” Pipaline said. “Call me Pippi.”
“Well Pippi we’re very excited to have you.” Lea said.
“I can’t tell you how happy I am.” She said. “I’ve always
wanted to work in fashion!”
“Were very happy to have you Pippi.” Said Jacob.
“Oh, this is going to be so much fun!” Pippi exclaimed.
And indeed, it was fun. Aside from when Pippi saw smoke
coming from the iron and thought it would burst into flames
then poured water on it. The iron sparked and stopped working.
Now working with one ironing board while no one was watching,
Pippi pressed too hard on a dress and burnt a hole through the
fabric. Finally, Pippi spilled coffee onto Jacob’s sketches the colors
smearing everywhere leaving the designs unrecognizable.
Lea and Jacob had decided to fire Pippi as soon as possible.
But first Lea decided to have a movie night. She and Pippi were
sitting in her room waiting for Jacob so they could pick a movie.
At 9:03 Jacob strutted into the room. Wearing a coat made of
pink feathers.
“Jacob what’s with the getup?” Lea chuckled.
“My latest creation.” Jacob explained. “It’s made from real
faux flamingo feathers. I think it could be our next big thing.”
“I like it!” :He exclaimed. “Pippi could you order forty-one
boxes of faux flamingo feathers have forty sent here and one sent
to Jacob’s house.”
“Got it.” Pippi said and whipped out her phone.
Lea smiled.
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“LENA MARGARET REYNOLDS!”
The burnt jumped out of bed, shoving on her purple robe as
she raced downstairs.
“What’s up?” She mumbled.
She stepped onto the carpet her, eyes widened, pink flamingos
were spread out across the living room.
“Care to explain? Jacob asked his arms crossed.
“What’s going on?” Lea asked.
“You tell me! Percy exclaimed gesturing at the feather covered
couch. “The crates were in your name.”
“Who let them in?” Lea asked.
“That would be me.” Lydia announced she was stroking the
bird.
“Lydia don’t touch that thing it could have diseases.” Jason
told her.
The youngest Reynolds groaned but stopped.
“I’m going out!” A voice called from upstairs.
It was Lea’s older sister Luna as she descended the steps her
jaw dropped. “What’s going on?”
“We’re still trying to figure that out.” Lea said.
The doorbell rang and Jason opened the door.
Standing in the threshold was Jacob and a flamingo with a
bejeweled collar on a leash. In his hand he help a cup holder with
two coffees.
“Hey.” He said casually.
“Hey Jacob,” Lea said. “What ya got there?
“Coffee.” Jacob said gesturing to the cups.
“No, I mean the . . .” Lea said pointing to the flamingo.
“Oh, everyone this is Emu.” Jacob said gesturing to the bird.
“Emu these are the Reynolds.”
“Hold on let me get this straight,” Luna said. “You named
your flamingo Emu?”
Jacob nodded.
“I couldnt name him Ostrick.” He explained. “That would
be ridiculous.”
“Flightless bird names put aside,” Percy said. “Jacob do you
know why there are flamingos in my house?”
Jacob shook his head.
I’m just confused as everyone else.” He explained. “I was
expecting a package of faux flamingo feathers.”
“I’m gonna call my friend at animal control.” Jason said
digging out his phone. “See what he can do.”
“Ill make breakfast.” Percy said. “And you two I want all of
these animals out of here.” “Come along Lydia.”
Lydia followed her dad.
“O can’t believe Pippi ordered forty-one actual flamingo’s.”
Jacob said as he directed Emu outside.
“Im going to fire her as soon as where done!” Lea declared.
“Can we spill coffee on her head?”
Lea laughed and they walked inside.
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Juno F.

New Set of Wheels
Palm Harbor Library
Age 17, Twelfth Grade

Sophia Mettinger

King of
the Sea

Barbara S. Ponce Public Library
Age 17, Twelfth Grade
King of fish, lion of the sea
He stalks his prey so cunningly.
Great White, grandest of sharks
Swims and swims, daylight or dark.
Shark King fears none,
And yet is feared by everyone.
If Great White from his throne does fall,
Soon the same fate will follow all,
For shark reigns supreme over the deep,
His status on the food chain he does keep.
He belongs amidst the brine,
So he is not yours and he is not mine.
His heart is wild and his mouth a knife,
He is not a pet, and lives a free life.
Misunderstood is he,
But nonetheless, admired by human society.
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Gretchen Haeussner

Ode to
Shadows
Palm Harbor Library
Age 13, Eighth Grade
Ode to the shadow,
fabled tales of old,
may they tear us apart,
may they consume our souls.
May they snuff out the light
we once looked up to,
may they cloud all our thoughts,
our fresh minds they pursue.
May they butcher our angels
and replace thou with torment,
may they obscure our vision,
our life force they’ll have spent.
May they conquer humanity,
nestled deep in your mind,
must we wait for the hero
whom we never can find?
Listen to the screams
of those suffering nearby?
Endure through our pain
till be bask in blue sky?
Or just fall to our knees,
oh, fabled tales of old.
May you be mauled by shadow,
may it consume your soul.

Emma Hamm

Fireworks
Seminole Community Library
Age 11, Sixth Grade
Bursting bright oh so high
Lighting up the midnight sky
A breeze takes the ashes away
Not to be seen until the next day
Babies whimper
Adults whisper
Red and gold
To behold
Craning our necks
To see the last specks
Of the dying blast
The rest is surpassed
A bright streak
Children shriek
A white flash
As people dash
A pop and a sizzle
As the rain starts to drizzle
No more light
Comes into the night
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Clearwater, FL 33755
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Dunedin Public Library
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223 Douglas Avenue
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